CSC RESOLUTION NO. 89-003

RELATIVE TO EXPRESSING APPRECIATION TO
FELIX P. CAMACHO UPON HIS RESIGNATION AS
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONER

WHEREAS, FELIX CAMACHO, was appointed by Governor Joseph F. Ada to serve on the
Civil Service Commission on May 4, 1987; and

WHEREAS, FELIX CAMACHO, was confirmed by the Legislature on February 11, 1988; and

WHEREAS, FELIX CAMACHO, has served the Civil Service Commission in a distinguished
fashion despite the pressures of a hectic schedule, inadequate resources, minimal
compensation, delicate issues, and high visibility; and

WHEREAS, in his capacity as Civil Service Commissioner, FELIX CAMACHO tackled complex,
difficult, and controversial issues objectively, insightfully, and skillfully to enhance
the credibility and quality of the decisions of the Civil Service Commission; now,
therefore, be it

RESOLVED, that the Civil Service Commission hereby extends its deepest appreciation to
FELIX CAMACHO for serving the Commission and the public with excellence
and diligence; the Commission further wishes FELIX the best-of-luck in his private
endeavors; and be it further

RESOLVED, that this Resolution be awarded to FELIX CAMACHO and copies be transmitted
to the Governor and Lt. Governor.

Dangkulu na si Yuus maase FELIX.

Duly and regularly adopted this 26th day of January 1989.
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